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Abstract
We study here a problem of ﬁnding all maximal repetitions in a string of length n. We show that
the problem can be solved in time O(n log n) in the presence of constant extra space and general
(unbounded) alphabets. Subsequently we show that in the model with a constant size alphabet the
problem can be solved in time O(n)with a help of o(n) extra space. Previously best known algorithms
require linear additional space in both models.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A repetition in a given word is a subword that has a period of length at most half of the
size the subword. We look here for all maximal repetitions appearing in a word, i.e., those
subwords whose any extension (even by one symbol to the left or to the right) would result
in an other subword with a larger period. The set of such repetitions represents succinctly all
repetitions in the word. The repetitions (periodicities) are fundamental objects, due to their
great importance in word combinatorics [11] as well as in various applications, including
string matching algorithms [6,5], molecular biology [8], and text compression [13].
The problem of ﬁnding all maximal repetitions has been studied in models with un-
bounded alphabets, where the only operation allowed on text symbols is the equality (=)
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test, as well as in models with bounded alphabets, where the number of symbols in an
alphabet is ﬁxed (e.g., in the context of analysis of DNA sequences).
In the model with an unbounded alphabet it is known that all maximal repetitions in a
word of length n can be found in time O(n log n), and this algorithm is optimal in terms
of the time complexity (see [12]). However the algorithm presented in [12] requires linear
additional space. On the other hand Crochemore and Rytter [4] proved that one can verify
whether a given word of length n is square-free (i.e., it does not contain any repetitions) in
O(n log n) time and in constant extra space. In this paper, we show that it is possible to ﬁnd
all maximal repetitions in time O(n log n) and constant additional space.
In the model with a bounded alphabet it is known that all maximal repetitions in a word
of length n can be found in time O(n). This is a consequence of results presented in [9].
However also in this case the algorithm relies on a linear extra space. In this paper, we show
that in this model we can ﬁnd all maximal repetitions in time O(n) and o(n) additional
space.
2. Deﬁnitions and intermediate results
Let w = a1 . . . an be a ﬁnite word. We denote by w[i...j ] a subword ai . . . aj of w, and
call the number i the position of this subword in w. Two subwords w[i′...j ′], w[i′′...j ′′] of
w, where i′ i′′, are called non-separated if j ′ i′′−1. In this case the lengthmin(j ′, j ′′)−
i′′ + 1 of their intersection is the overlap of these subwords. A period p of the word w is
a natural number such that ai = ai+p, for any i = 1, . . . , n − p. We denote by p(w) the
minimal period of w, and by e(w) the ratio |w|/p(w) which is called the exponent of w.
The word w is primitive if e(w) = 1 or is a larger non-integer. The following basic fact
about periods is due to Fine and Wilf (see, e.g., [11, Chapter 9]).
Theorem 1 (Fine and Wilf). If word w has two periods p, q, and |w|p+ q − gcd(p, q),
then gcd(p, q) is also a period of w.
A repetition inw is any subword ofw with the exponent greater or equal to 2. By a period
of a repetition r we understand any period p |r|/2. Using Fine and Wilf’s theorem, we
can easily obtain:
Proposition 1. Any period of a repetition is divisible by its minimal period.
A p-root of a repetition r with a period p is any subword in r of length p. It follows from
Proposition 1 that p = p(r) if and only if any p-root of r is primitive. A p(r)-root of r
is called a cyclic root of r. An interesting example of the repetition is a square which is
represented as uu, for some word u. In other words, a square is a concatenation of two
copies of the same word u. We call the left (respectively, right) copy of u as the left (right)
root of the square. Note that in a repetition r any subword of length 2 · p(r) is a square
whose left and right roots are cyclic roots of r. We call all such subwords cyclic squares
of r.
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Two repetitions r1 and r2 with the same minimal period p possess the same root if r1 and
r2 are subwords of the same word uk , where |u| = p and k is large enough. Two repetitions
possessing the same root have also the same set of cyclic roots. Let r ′, r ′′ be repetitions
in w possessing the same root and the minimal period p. Then, these repetitions have the
following property.
Lemma 1. For any cyclic roots u′ = w[i′u...j ′u], v′ = w[i′v...j ′v] of r ′ and cyclic roots
u′′ = w[i′′u...j ′′u], v′′ = w[i′′v...j ′′v] of r ′′, s.t., u′ = u′′, v′ = v′′ an equality i′′u − i′u ≡
i′′v − i′v (mod p) holds.
Proof. Let i′′u − i′u ≡ u and i′′v − i′v ≡ v where 0u,v < p. Suppose that u = v .
Without loss of generality, we assume that u > v . We show that r ′ has the period  =
u − v . Consider any letters ai and ai+ contained in r ′. There exist letters ai1 in u′ and
ai2 in v′, such that, i1 ≡ i (mod p) and i2 ≡ i + (mod p), so ai1 = ai and ai2 = ai+. In
u′′, letters ai1 and aj1 in u′′ are equal, where
j1 = i1 + (i′′u − i′u) ≡ i1 + u (mod p). (1)
Also in v′′, letters ai2 and aj2 in v′′ are equal, where
j2 = i2 + (i′′v − i′v) ≡ i2 + v (mod p). (2)
Subtracting (1) from (2), we obtain
j2 − j1 ≡ i2 + v − i1 − u (mod p)
≡ (i + + v − i − u = 0) (mod p).
Hence aj1 = aj2 , also ai = ai+. Thus r ′ has the period , which contradicts minimality
of the period p. 
Lemma 1 implies that there exists a residue class modulo p, such that, for any equal cyclic
roots u′ = w[i′u...j ′u] of r ′ and u′′ = w[i′′u...j ′′u] of r ′′, the value i′′u− i′u belongs to this class.
We denote by (r ′, r ′′) the minimal non-negative residue of this class.
A maximal repetition in w is a repetition r = w[i...j ], such that,
(1) if i > 1, then ai−1 = ai−1+p(r),
(2) if j < n, then aj+1−p(r) = aj+1.
In other words, a repetition in w with the minimal period p is maximal if its one letter
extension inw (to the left or to the right) results in a subword with the minimal period> p.
It is easy to see that non-separated 1 repetitions r ′, r ′′ with the same root are extended to
the same maximal repetition if (r ′, r ′′) = 0. Hence:
Proposition 2. For any non-separated maximal repetitions r ′, r ′′ with the same root the
value (r ′, r ′′) is positive.
We will also use the following fact about maximal repetitions.
1 Recall that two repetitions r ′[i′...j ′], r ′′[i′′...j ′′] in w, where i′ i′′, are non-separated if j ′ i′′ − 1.
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Proposition 3. (A) The overlap of two non-separated maximal repetitions with the same
minimal period p is smaller than p,
(B) The overlap of two non-separated maximal repetitions with different minimal periods
p and q is less than p + q.
Proof. (A) Straightforward. (B) Suppose that p > q and the overlap of the repetitions
p + q, hence the intersection of the repetitions has both periods p and q, and the length
of the intersection is p + q. Then by Fine and Wilf’s theorem the intersection has also
a period gcd(p, q), which contradicts the fact that cyclic roots of the repetition with the
period p are primitive. 
From the part (A) of Proposition 3 we get:
Proposition 4. If r ′ = w[i′...j ′], r ′′ = w[i′′...j ′′] are non-separated maximal repetitions
with the same minimal period p then w[i′...j ′′] does not contain any other maximal repeti-
tions with the minimal period p.
Assume that in w there are two non-separated maximal repetitions r ′ = w[i′...j ′], r ′′ =
w[i′′...j ′′] possessing the same root and the same minimal period p, where i′ < i′′. We say
that a maximal repetition r = w[i...j ] is generated by a pair (r ′, r ′′) if p(r)2p and
(1) i′ + p/2 i < i′′,
(2) j ′ < jj ′′ − p/2.
In other words, r is generated by the pair (r ′, r ′′) if it starts in r ′ and ends in r ′′, and the
distances between the beginnings of r and r ′ and between the ends of r and r ′′ are p/2.
In the generating pair (r ′, r ′′) we choose a repetition of the largest length which is called a
parent of r (if r ′ and r ′′ have equal lengths we assume that r ′ is the parent). We say that a
maximal repetition r1 is a descendant of a maximal repetition r2 if r2 is a parent of r1.
Fine and Wilf’s theorem implies the following fact.
Proposition 5. Two cyclic roots of a repetition are equal if and only if the difference between
their positions is divisible by the minimal period of the repetition.
Lemma 2. Let w[l...l + 2p(r)− 1] be a cyclic square of r. Then i′′ l + p(r)j ′ + 1.
Proof. Denote w[l...l + 2p(r) − 1] by s. Assume that the inequalities of the lemma are
invalid, i.e., l + p(r) < i′′ or l + p(r) > j ′ + 1. Due to the symmetry, we consider
only case when l + p(r) < i′′. Note that in this case the left root of s is contained in r ′.
Hence it has the period p. It follows from Proposition 3 that s cannot be contained in r ′, so
l+2p(r)−1 > j ′. Sincep(r)2p, we have then j ′−(l+p(r))+1p or l+2p(r)−i′′p.
Let j ′−(l+p(r))+1p, i.e., the cyclic root u′ = w[j ′−p+1...j ′] of r ′ is contained in the
right root of s. Hence we have a copy of u′ in the left root of swhich is placed p(r) positions
to the left relatively to u′. Since this copy is also a cyclic root of r ′, by Proposition 5, the
difference between the positions of this copy and u′ is a multiple of p, and p(r) is di-
visible by p. Hence the left root of s is not primitive. On the other hand the left root of
s is expected to be primitive, since it is a cyclic root of r. Thus we have a contradic-
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tion. Let now l + 2p(r) − i′′p. Then the cyclic root u′′ = w[i′′...i′′ + p − 1] of r ′′
is contained in the right root of s. Hence we have a copy of u′′ placed p(r) positions to
the left relatively to u′′, in the left root of s. Since this copy is a cyclic root of r ′, by
Lemma 1, a distance between the occurrences of this copy and u′′ equals to (r ′, r ′′)
modulo p, i.e., p(r) ≡ (r ′, r ′′) (mod p). Also since l + p(r) < i′′, a subword v =
w[i′′ − 1...i′′ + p − 2] is also contained in the right root of s, so we have a copy v′ of v
placed p(r) positions to the left relatively to v in the left root of s. Note here that v′ is a
cyclic root of r ′. Consider also the cyclic root v′′ = w[i′′ +p−1...i′′ +2p−2] of r ′′. Since
the difference between the positions of v′ and v′′ equals to p(r)+ p ≡ (r ′, r ′′) (mod p),
using Lemma 1 and Proposition 5, we conclude, that v′ = v′′. Thus v = v′′. Therefore,
ai′′−1 = ai′′+p−1, which contradicts the assumption that r ′′ is maximal. 
For the purpose of our algorithm we divide all maximal repetitions into two classes:
primary and secondary repetitions. A maximal repetition is a secondary repetition if it is
generated by some pair of repetitions. A maximal repetition is a primary repetition if it is
not a secondary one. Using Lemma 2, we prove the following fact.
Lemma 3. Any secondary repetition is generated by only one pair of repetitions.
Proof. Let a maximal repetition r be generated by a pair (r ′1, r ′′1) of repetitions with a
minimal period p and a pair (r ′2, r ′′2) of repetitions with a minimal period q. Consider an
arbitrary cyclic square s of r. By Lemma 2 the left root of s is contained in both repetitions
r ′1 and r ′2. So the overlap of r ′1, r ′2 is at least p(r)p + q. Hence, by Proposition 3, these
repetitions have to be the same. Analogously, by Lemma 2 the right root of s is contained
in both repetitions r ′′1 and r ′′2. Hence, r ′′1, r ′′2 are also the same. 
On the other hand, we can describe explicitly all repetitions generated by a given pair of
repetitions.
Lemma 4. Let a maximal repetition r in a word w be generated by a pair (r ′, r ′′) of
repetitions with a minimal period p, where r ′ = w[i′...j ′], r ′′ = w[i′′...j ′′]. Then p(r) =





min{i′′ − i′, j ′′ − j ′} − p/2− (r ′, r ′′)).
Proof. Let sbe an arbitrary cyclic square of r. Consider an arbitrary subwordu = w[iu...iu+
p−1] of length p in the left root of s. By Lemma 2 the left root of s is contained in the repe-
tition r ′. Thus u is also a subword of r ′, i.e., u is a cyclic root of r ′. Since s is a square of the
periodp(r),wehave a subwordu′ = w[iu+p(r)...iu+p(r)+p−1] in the right root of s such
that u = u′. By Lemma 2, the right root of s is contained in the repetition r ′′, which implies
thatu′ is a cyclic root of r ′′.Now, byLemma1,weobtain (iu+p(r))−iu ≡ (r ′, r ′′) (mod p)
and then p(r) = p + (r ′, r ′′). Since p(r)2p and (r ′, r ′′) < p also 2. Thus s is a
subword w[is ...is + 2(p + (r ′, r ′′))− 1] in w[i′...j ′′] which, by Lemma 2, satisﬁes the
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inequalities i′′ l+ p+ (r ′, r ′′)j ′ + 1. One can easily check that any such a subword
is a cyclic square of a repetition r∗ = w[i∗...j∗], where i∗ = max{i′, i′′ − p − (r ′, r ′′)}
and j∗ = min{j ′′, j ′ + p + (r ′, r ′′)}. Hence, by Proposition 3, the repetition r has to
coincide with r∗. Note that r∗ is a maximal repetition generated by the pair (r ′, r ′′) if and
only if the inequalities i∗ − i′p/2, j ′′ − j∗p/2 hold. These inequalities are obviously
equivalent with the condition (1/p)
(
min{i′′ − i′, j ′′ − j ′} − p/2− (r ′, r ′′)). 
Corollary 1. Any secondary repetition is generated by a pair of primary repetitions.
Proof. Let r = w[i...j ] be a secondary repetition generated by a pair (r ′, r ′′) of maximal
repetitions with the minimal period p in a word w. Then, by Lemma 4, we have
e(r) = 2p(r)+ 
p(r)
, (3)
where  is the overlap of repetitions r ′, r ′′. Since p(r)2p and  < p, due to Proposition
3, the equality (3) implies e(r) < 2.5. Thus the exponent of any secondary repetition
is less than 2.5. Consider now the repetition r ′ = w[i′...j ′]. By Lemma 2 the left root
w[i...i+p(r)− 1] of the cyclic squarew[i...i+ 2p(r)− 1] of r is contained in a repetition
r ′, and the length of r ′ is greater or equal to (i − i′) + p(r)2.5p. Hence e(r ′)2.5.
Similarly we can prove that e(r ′′)2.5. So neither r ′ nor r ′′ can be a secondary repetition.

From Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 we get:
Corollary 2. Any secondary repetition is a descendant of only one primary repetition.
We present now an efﬁcient criterion for checking maximal repetitions whether they are
secondary repetitions.
Lemma 5. A maximal repetition r = w[i...j ] in a word w is the secondary repetition if
and only if
(A) the cyclic roots u′ = w[i...i + p(r) − 1] and u′′ = w[i + p(r)...i + 2p(r) − 1] of r
are repetitions with the same root,
(B) the subwords w′ = w[i − p/2...i + p(r)− 1] and w′′ = w[i + p(r)...j + p/2],
where p is the minimal period of u′, u′′, have the period p.
Proof. Let r be generated by a pair (r ′, r ′′) of maximal repetitions r ′ = w[i′...j ′] and
r ′′ = w[i′′...j ′′] with a period p′. By Lemma 2 the cyclic root u′ is contained in r ′. Hence
u′ has a period p′ |u′|/2 and u′ is a repetition. By Proposition 3 the minimal period p of
u′ cannot be less than p′. So p = p′. We can prove analogously that u′′ is a repetition with
minimal period p′ contained in r ′′. Thus the fact that r ′, r ′′ are repetitions with the same
root implies that u′, u′′ are repetitions with the same root. Moreover, it follows from the
conditions i′ + p/2 i, jj ′′ − p/2 that the subwords w′ and w′′ are contained in r ′ and
r ′′, respectively. So these subwords also have periods p′ = p. 
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Assume now that conditions (A) and (B) in the lemma are valid. Then the repetitions
u′ and u′′ are extended in w (preserving their period) to some non-separated maximal
repetitions r ′ = w[i′...j ′] and r ′′ = w[i′′...j ′′] (respectively) with the same root. By
Proposition 3 neither r ′ nor r ′′ can contain the square w[i...i + 2p(r)− 1]. So i < i′′ and
j ′ < i+2p(r)−1j . By condition (A)w′ andw′′ are contained in r ′ and r ′′, respectively.
Hence i′ i − p/2 and j + p/2j ′′. Thus r is generated by the pair (r ′, r ′′). 
Lemma5 allows to recognize efﬁciently the class of amaximal repetition.The recognition
algorithm is based on the zooming method proposed in [7]. We use the following results
obtained in this work.
Lemma 6. Using the zooming method, one can ﬁnd all occurrences of a given pattern in
a word w in time O(|w|) and constant extra space.
For any  > 1, we deﬁne -quasiperiod of a word w as p(w) if p(w)(1/)|w|, and
|w| otherwise.
Lemma 7. Using the zooming method, for any ﬁxed  > 2 one can compute -quasiperiod
of a word w in time O(|w|) and constant space.
The Lemma 7 can be strengthened.
Lemma 8. Two-quasiperiod of a word w can be computed in time O(|w|) and constant
space.
Proof. Assume that we have to compute 2-quasiperiod of a word w = a1 . . . an. Consider
a preﬁx v = a1 . . . an/2 of w. By Lemma 7 we can compute 3-quasiperiod p3 of v in time
O(|v|) and constant space. Let p3 = |v|, i.e. p(v) > |v|/3. Note that, ifw has a period p not
greater than |w|/2, then we have inw a copy of v shifted by p to the right relatively to v. On
the other hand, the difference between the positions of any two occurrences of v in a word is
greater than |v|/3|w|/6. Hence w can have only constant number of occurrences of v.
By Lemma 6 we can ﬁnd all these occurrences in time O(|w|) and constant space. Positions
of these occurrences in w correspond to a constant number of possible periods of w not
greater than |w|/2. For each of these periods we can check naively in time O(|w|) if w has
such a period. Thus the total time required for checking all possible periods is also O(|w|).
Now let p3 < |v|, i.e., p(v) = p3 |v|/3. Then, using symbol-by-symbol comparisons, we
ﬁnd the maximal preﬁx v′ of w with the period p(v). If v′ coincides with w, then p(v) is
obviously 2-quasiperiod ofw. Otherwise we compute the smallest j such that aj−p(v) = aj .
We can prove that p(w)j − p(v). Therefore, if j > n/2 + p(v) then 2-quasiperiod
of w equals to |w|. Let jn/2 + p(v). Suppose that w has a period p not greater than
|w|/2. Consider the subword u = w[j...j + p(v) − 1]. Since j > n/2p, we have a
copy u′ = w[j−p...(j−p)+p(v)−1] of u. Note that u′ is contained in v′, so it is a cyclic
root of v′. If j −p > p(v) then, taking into account that aj−p and aj−p−p(v) are contained
in v′, we have aj = aj−p = aj−p−p(v) = aj−p(v) which contradicts aj−p(v) = aj . Hence
j −pp(v). Therefore, using Proposition 5, we conclude that there are no occurrences of
u in w to the left of u′. So u′ is the ﬁrst from the left occurrence of u in w. We can ﬁnd this
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occurrence, by Lemma 6, in time O(|w|) and constant space. Then we can compute p and,
if 0 < p < |w|/2, check naively in time O(|w|) that p is a period of w. 
Lemma 9. A test whether a maximal repetition r is either the primary or the secondary
repetition can be done in time O(|r|) and constant space.
Proof. Let r = w[i...j ] be a subword in a word w. Then in order to check whether r is the
secondary repetition we must verify conditions (A) and (B) in Lemma 5. By Lemma 8, we
check whether u′ and u′′ are repetitions and if so, compute p(u′), p(u′′) in time O(p(r))
and a constant space. For checking that u′ and u′′ are repetitions with the same root, it is
sufﬁcient to check if p(u′) = p(u′′) and if u′′ contains a subword u′[1...p(u′)]. By Lemma
6 this can also be done in time O(p(r)) and constant space. After checking the condition
(A) and computing the period p we can test the condition (B) naively in time O(|r|). 
Using Lemma 4, we can compute effectively all descendants for a primary maximal
repetition.
Lemma 10. All descendants of a primary maximal repetition r can be computed in time
O(|r|) and a constant space.
Proof. Let r = w[i...j ]. By Proposition 4, among the pairs of all maximal repetitions in
w that generate secondary repetitions there can be only one pair (r ′, r) and only one pair
(r, r ′′). If the repetition r ′ exists then the subword v = w[i − p(r)...i − 1] have to be
the cyclic root of r ′ equal to some cyclic root of r. Thus in this case r has to contain an
occurrence of v, and r ′ is the extension of v in w preserving the period p(r). Moreover,
the length of r ′ has to be less than |r|, otherwise r is not the parent of repetitions generated
by (r ′, r). By Lemma 6, we can check the existence of an occurrence of v in r in time
O(|r|) and constant space. Then, using a naive symbol-by-symbol comparison, we can test
whether the extension of v in w which preserves the period p(r) is shorter than r, in time
O(|r|). And, if it is, we compute this extension r ′. Later we ﬁnd an occurrence of v in r,
and compute (r ′, r). Knowing r ′, r, and (r ′, r), by Lemma 4, we compute all repetitions
generated by (r ′, r). Similarly, we check the existence of r ′′, and if r ′′ does exist, compute
all repetitions generated by (r, r ′′), if r is the parent of these two repetitions. 
3. Main algorithm
In this section, we present a constant extra space algorithm for ﬁnding all maximal
repetitions in a word. Since the number of maximal repetitions may be proportional to the
length of the word, our algorithm reports all maximal repetitions without saving them. So
each of themaximal repetitions has to be reported only one time (however, we do not impose
any requirements on the order of reported repetitions).
Let w = a1 . . . an. For any s = 1, . . . , n, and any natural l we denote by Rw(l) the set
of all primary maximal repetitions r in w, such that, l |r| < 2l, and byRw(l; s) the set of
all maximal repetitions ofRw(l) containing as .
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Theorem 2. All repetitions of Rw(l; s) and all descendants of these repetitions can be
found in time O(l) and constant space.
Proof. Due to the symmetry of the problem it is sufﬁcient to show how to ﬁnd all repetitions
r ofRw(l; s)which have at least |r|/2 symbols to the right of as . LetR be the set of these
repetitions. Note that all repetitions ofR have a cyclic root to the right of as . We divide the
set R into two subsets: R′ and R′′, where R′ consists of those repetitions r which have at
least |r|/4 symbols to the left of as , andR′′ consists of all other repetitions. 
Let r ∈ R′. Consider the subword v′ = w[i′v...j ′v], where i′v = s − l/4 and j ′v = s.
Since |r| l, so v′ is contained in r. Since r has a cyclic root to the right of as , it also has a
copy v′′ of v′ placed by p(r) positions to the right of v′. We call v′′ a shifted copy of v′ for
r. Note that r is determined uniquely by v′′. We call r a proprietor of v′′. Moreover, since
p(r) < l, so v′′ is contained in the subword w′ = w[iv + 1...s + l − 1]. Thus, in order to
ﬁnd all repetitions of R′ with their descendants we can ﬁnd all appropriate occurrences of
v′ in w′ and for each of these occurrences compute its proprietor with the descendants of
the proprietor if the proprietor exists. Note that w′ can contain up to a linear in l number of
occurrences of v′. Nevertheless we show that in any case only a constant number of these
occurrences can have proprietors. We call such occurrences potential shifted copies of v′.
We consider two cases.
Case 1: Let p(v′) > |v′|/3. Then the difference between the positions of any two occur-
rences of v′ in a word is greater than |v′|/3 > l/12. Therefore, since |w′| = O(l), in this
case w′ can have only a constant number of occurrences of v′. So we can consider all these
occurrences as potential shifted copies. By Lemma 6 all these occurrences can be found in
time O(l) and constant space.
Case 2: Let p(v′) |v′|/3. This implies that v′ is a repetition which extends in w (pre-
serving its period) to some maximal repetition r ′ = w[i′...j ′] with the same root. Using
naive symbol-by-symbol comparisons, in time O(l) we can check if j ′s+ l and compute
j ′ otherwise. Let j ′s + l. Then for any repetition r ∈ R′ a cyclic root r to the right of
as is contained in r ′, so the overlap of r and r ′ is p(r)+ |v′|p(r)+ p(r ′). Hence, by
Proposition 3, the repetition r has to coincide with r ′. Thus, in this case R′ can contain
only the repetition r ′. Now let j ′ < s + l. We can check in time O(l), by symbol-by-
symbol comparison, if i′s − l − p(v′), or compute i′ otherwise. Consider the case when
i′ > i − l − p(v′) ﬁrst. For any repetition of R′, different from r ′, the shifted copy of v′
is extended with preserved period p(v′) to some maximal repetition. We shell call such a
maximal repetition as a shifted repetition. Using Proposition 3, we can show that r ′ can
contain only the shifted copy of v′ for r ′ itself, and r ′ cannot be shifted. Since each shifted
repetition has length not less than |v′| and by Proposition 3 the overlap of any two shifted
repetitions is less than p(v′), the differences between the positions of shifted repetitions are
greater than 2|v′|/3 > l/6. As all shifted repetitions have to overlap with the word w′ of
length O(l), we have only a constant number of shifted repetitions. We can ﬁnd all shifted
repetitions consecutively from left to right in the following way. Assume we have already
found a shifted repetition rˆ = w[iˆ . . . jˆ ]. Thenwe look for the ﬁrst occurrence v′ in the word
(for ﬁnding the ﬁrst shifted repetition we start the search from a position j ′ − p(v′) + 2)
w[jˆ−p(v′)+2...s+l−1], and, if this occurrence exists, we extend it naivelywith preserved
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period p(v′) to the following shifted repetition r ′′ = w[i′′...j ′′]. By Lemma 6, this can be
done in time O(l) and constant space. As the number of shifted repetitions is constant, the
total time used to ﬁnd all shifted repetitions is also O(l). If r ′′ is the last shifted repetition
we have j ′′s + l. In this case we can check in time O(l) if j ′′s + 2l and otherwise
compute j ′′. Now we show that in each shifted repetition r ′′ = w[i′′...j ′′] only a constant
number of occurrences of v′ can be potential shifted copies. Two subcases apply:
(A)Assume that r ′ and r ′′ are not non-separated, i.e. j ′+1 < i′′. Consider any occurrence
v′′ = w[i′′v...j ′′v] of v′ in r ′′, such that, i′′v − i′′ = i′v − i′ and j ′′ − j ′′v = j ′ − j ′v . Denote by
LP(v′′) the maximalm, such that,w[j ′v+1...j ′v+m] = w[j ′′v+1...j ′′v+m] and byLS(v′′)
the maximal m, such that, w[i′v − m...i′v − 1] = w[i′′v − m...i′′v − 1]. Informally, LP(v′′)
is the length of the longest preﬁx of the subword to the right of v′ which is also a preﬁx of
the subword to the right of v′′. Similarly LS(v′′) is the length of the longest sufﬁx of the
subword to the left of v′ which is also a sufﬁx of the subword to the left of v′′. Analogously
to [10, Theorem 5.3], we can prove that there exists a maximal repetition r with the period
i′′v − i′v containing v′ and v′′ if and only if
LP(v′′)+ LS(v′′) i′′v − j ′v − 1. (4)
It can be easily seen that if i′′v − i′′ = i′v − i′ then LS(v′′) min{i′v − i′, i′′v − i′′} i′′v − i′′,
and if j ′′ − j ′′v = j ′ − j ′v then LP(v′′) min{j ′ − j ′v, j ′′ − j ′′v}j ′ − j ′v . Hence LP(v′′)+
LS(v′′)(i′′v − j ′v)− (i′′ − j ′), which contradicts (4), since j ′ +1 < i′′. Thus the repetition
r cannot exist. Therefore we have to consider as potential shifted copies of v′ in r ′′ only
two subwords (if j ′′ i + 2l then v2 cannot be contained in w′, so in this case we have to
consider only subword v1):
v1 = w[i′′ + (i′v − i′)...i′′ + (i′v − i′)+ |v| − 1],
v2 = w[j ′′ − (j ′ − j ′v)− |v| + 1...j ′′ − (j ′ − j ′v)]
(note that these subwords may be not occurrences of v′).
(B)Assume that r ′ and r ′′ are non-separated.Consider a repetition r = w[i...j ]ofR′\{r ′},
such that, the shifted copy v′′ = w[i′′v...j ′′v] of v′ for r is contained in r ′′. It is easy to verify
that i = i′v −LS(v′′) and j = j ′′v +LP(v′′). Since, by Proposition 3, the overlap of r ′ and
r ′′ is shorter than p(v′), thus i′′v > j −p(v′). Hence p(r) = i′′v − i′v |v′|−p(v′)2p(v′).
Thus, if i i′ +p(v′)/2 and jj ′′ −p(v′)/2, then r is generated by the pair (r ′, r ′′). Since
r has to be the primary repetition, we also have i < i′ + p(v′)/2 or (if j ′′ i + 2l then
inequality j > j ′′ − p(v′)/2 implies |r| > 2l, so in this case we have to consider only
i < i′ + p(v′)/2) j > j ′′ − p(v′)/2. Let
i = i′v − LS(v′′) < i′ + p(v′)/2. (5)
For the sake of convenience lets denote by ′ the relative position i′v − i′ of v′ in r ′, and by
′′ the relative position i′′v − i′′ of v′′ in r ′′. Suppose that v′′ does not coincide with v1 or v2,
so LP(v′′)j ′ − j ′v and LS(v′′) min{′, ′′}. Hence, taking also into account inequality
(5), we have
′LS(v′′) > ′ − p(v′)/2. (6)
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Moreover, inequalities (4) and LP(v′′)j ′ − j ′v imply that
LS(v′′) i′′v − j ′ − 1 = ′′ − (j ′ + 1− i′′).
Since j ′ + 1− i′′ is the overlap of r ′ and r ′′, by Proposition 3, we have j ′ + 1− i′′ < p(v′).
Therefore
′′LS(v′′) > ′′ − p(v′). (7)
Combining relations (6) and (7), we get ′+p(v′) > ′′ > ′−p(v′)/2. Since the difference
between the positions of any two occurrences of v′ is p(v′), we have no more than two
occurrences of v′ in r ′′ satisfying the last inequalities. Thus, we have in this case no more
than two potential shifted copies of v′ in r ′′.Analogouslywe prove, that for j > j ′′−p(v′)/2
inequalities  − p(v′)/2 < ′′ <  + p(v′), where  = |r ′′| − |r ′| + ′, have to be valid.
In this case no more than two occurrences of v′ in r ′′ can be potential shifted copies. We
conclude that even including the subwords v1 and v2 there are no more than six subwords
in r ′′ potential shifted copies of v′.
As we have a constant number of shifted repetitions, summarising the subcases (A) and
(B), we conclude that in the case of i′ > s − l − p(v′) there exist only a constant number
of potential shifted copies of v′. The very same fact for the case with i′s − l − p(v′)
can be proved similarly (if i′s − l − p(v′) then v1 is not contained in w′ and inequality
i < i′ + p(v′)/2 implies that r /∈ R. So in this case we do not need to count potential
shifted copies of v′ for v1 and i < i′ +p(v′)/2). Note that all these potential shifted copies
can be computed effectively.
For any potential shifted copy v′′ we compute the proprietor of v′′ with the descendants
of the proprietor as follows. For a period p equal to a difference between the positions of
v′′ and v′ we check whether there exists a maximal repetition r with the period p, such that,
|r| < 2l and v′, v′′ are contained in r. And, if r exists, we compute r. It can be done naively
in time O(l). By Lemma 8 we can check in time O(p) and constant space that any root of r
for the period p is primitive (i.e., whether p is the minimal period of r).And by Lemma 9 we
can verify in time O(|r|) and constant space that r is the primary repetition. Later we check
in constant time if r ∈ R′. If so, we output r as the proprietor of v′′. At the same time we
output all descendants of r, which can be done by Lemma 10 in time O(|r|) and constant
space. Thus, since p and |r| are O(l), in total we need time O(l) for the computation of r
and its descendants. Similarly, in a case when p(v′) |v′|/3, we check if r ′ ∈ R′ and, if so,
we output r ′ with all its descendants in time O(l) and constant space. Thus, as we have only
a constant number of potential shifted copies, the total time of our algorithm for ﬁnding all
repetitions ofR′ with their descendants is also O(l). Finding all repetitions ofR′′ and their
descendants can be done analogously. The only minor difference is that in this case we take
as v′ the subword w[s...s + l/4].
Corollary 3. All repetitions of Rw(l) with their descendants can be found in time O(n)
and constant space.
Proof. Since the repetitions ofRw(l) have lengths at least l, we haveRw(l) = Rw(l; l)∪
Rw(l; 2l) ∪ · · · ∪Rw(l; n/ll). Thus, in order to ﬁnd all repetitions of Rw(l) with their
descendants we ﬁnd, for j = 1, . . . , n/l, all consecutive repetitions of Rw(l; j l) \
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Rw(l; (j − 1)l) (we assume here that Rw(l; 0) = ∅), including their descendants in time
O(l) and constant space.We use the straightforwardmodiﬁcation of the algorithm described
in the proof of Theorem 2. The total time required for this procedure is O(ln/l) = O(n).

Using Corollary 3, for ﬁnding all maximal repetitions in w, we ﬁnd subsequently, for
i = 1, . . . , log2 n, all repetitions of Rw(2i ) with their descendants in time O(n) and
constant space. Corollary 2 assures that each secondary repetition in w is reported only
once. The total time of this algorithm is O(n log n).
Theorem 3. All maximal repetitions in w can be found in time O(n log n) and constant
space.
4. Speeding up the search in model with bounded alphabet
Note that the running time of our algorithm does not depend on a size of an input
alphabet. If we have a constant size input alphabet, we can speed up this algorithm by a
factor of(log n), resulting in a linear time and o(n) additional space algorithm for ﬁnding
all maximal repetitions in a word of length n. In order to obtain the speed up we assume
that we can store a chunk of (log n) consecutive bits (e.g., symbols of an input word) of
information in a single memory cell and that we can process information stored in each cell
(using standard arithmetic operations) in constant time. A similar natural approach, based
on a table look-up method, was used earlier, e.g., in [2]. More precisely we assume here
that the consecutive symbols of the input string are packed in chunks of (log n) symbols
in a consecutive O(n/ log n) memory cells. Having this compact representation and using
the table look-up method one can read and process (analyse) in constant time  = (log n)
consecutive symbols of the input word, where the value of  depends on the exact size of
the input alphabet.
Assume that we have a positive constant  such that  logc+1 n is an integer not greater
than . Then we can reduce the time of our algorithm by factor log n in the following way.
Note that the time complexity O(n log n) of our algorithm is caused by the execution of the
following three basic operations:
(A) checking if a subword has a given period, and otherwise computing in this subword
the maximal preﬁx with this period;
(B) ﬁnding all occurrences of a given pattern in a word by the zooming method;
(C) computing the 3-quasiperiod of a word by the zooming method.
All other elements of our algorithm (including the output of found repetitions, since the
number of the repetitions is O(n), see [10]) can be implemented in time O(n). And indeed,
using the compact representation and a table look-up we can accelerate the execution of the
three dominating operations.
In case (A), instead of symbol-by-symbol comparison, we rather compare blocks of up
to  logc+1 n consecutive symbols of the word. In order to do that, we use a look-up table
T1 which contains, for any pair of such blocks represented by their encodings the length
of the maximal common preﬁx of these blocks. Note that T1 requires O(n2 log log n) of
additional memory space and can be naively constructed in O(n2 log n) time.
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In case (B) we use a modiﬁcation of the zooming method (for details of the zooming
method see [7]). This modiﬁcation consists of three improvements. Initially, we start the
search from checking occurrences of the word which is contained in the zooming sequence
and has the maximal length not greater than 12 logc+1 n. This checkup is done with a help
of a look-up table T2 which for any pair of represented by their encodings strings u′, u′′ over
the input alphabet, where |u′| 12 logc+1 n and |u′′| =  logc+1 n, contains positions of
all occurrences of u′ in u′′. This table requires O(n3/2 log n log log n) additional memory
space and can be constructed inO(n3/2 log2 n) time by the brute-force algorithm. Using the
table T2, we can ﬁnd all occurrences of a pattern of length  12 logc+1 n in a word v in time
O(|v|/ log n) via search for all consecutive occurrences of the pattern of length  logc+1 n.
The second improvement refers to the check up of occurrences of the nextwords (extensions)
in the zooming sequence, similarly as we did it in case (A). We compare blocks of up to
 logc+1 n consecutive symbols of the word and the pattern, using the table T1. The third
improvement concerns preprocessing of the pattern. We preprocess the pattern in the same
recursive manner as in [7] with the exception that we do not preprocess subwords of length
 12 logc+1 n, sincewe can ﬁnd all occurrences of such subwords in the pattern by using the
table T2. In order to check the periodicity of these subwordswe use a look-up table T3 which,
for any represented by its encoding string of length  12 logc+1 n over the input alphabet,
contains the minimal period of this string. This table requires O(n/2 log log n) additional
memory space and can be constructed in O(n/2 log2 n) time by the brute-force algorithm.
Thuswe start the recursive preprocessing from subwords of length> 12 logc+1 n.We utilize
also our ﬁrst and second improvements in the preprocessing phase. This modiﬁcation of
the zooming method allows to preprocess a pattern u in O(|u|/ log n) time and ﬁnd all
occurrences of u in a word v in O(|v|/ log n) time.
In case (C), 3-quasiperiod of aword u can be computed as by-product of the preprocessing
u (see [7]), i.e., it can be computed in time O(|u|/ log n). Thus we can reduce the total
time of searching for maximal repetitions from O(n log n) to O(n). Since we need also
additional O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 log log n) space for construction and storage of the
tables T1, T2, and T3, this algorithm has O(n+ n2 log n) running time in total and requires
O(n2 log log n) additional space. Note that for any  > 0 we can pick up a small enough
constant  such that n2 log n = o(n) and n2 log log n = O(n). And we get:
Theorem 4. For any  > 0 there exists an algorithm for ﬁnding all maximal repetitions in
a word w over a constant-size alphabet in O(|w|) time and O(|w|) space.
In case when initially we do not have a compact representation of the input word we can
create its compact representation with a help of a O(n/ log n) = o(n) space in time O(n).
The other costs remain the same.
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